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The United Nations:
Peace

in

A

Scheme

for

Our Times
by
Alonzo

T. Stephens

Since the dawn of civilization, man has been fighting
wars and at the same time he has been fighting or struggling toward some scheme for a lasting peace. From this
statement, we can easily see that there has always been the
question of peace and war. What a paradox PEACE

WITH WAR AND PEACE WITHOUT WAR.
It is strange that in weighing the forces that made for
peace or war one hardly thinks to mention religion. Europe
is predominantly Christian, yet for well nigh 2,000 years
Christianity not only has proved unequal to the task of
keeping its adherents from flying at each other's throats
but often has actually aggravated their hatreds.^

Many historians have written that each party or nation
for the past 500 years attempted to justify their participation in a war by showing that God was on their respective
sides. The Crusades were not the only religious wars. Even
American presidents have attempted to justify war with
such slogans "To make the world safe for democracy" or
as Joseph Louis Barrow put it in Yankee Stadium during
World War II, "I know we are going to win because we
have God on our side." In 1917 it is undeniably true that
the strongest clamor for war came from the industrial East,
an area with numerous churches, but which had an enormous trade and investment stake in the cause of tottering
Allies. Thomas W. Lamont, of Morgan and Company, later
estimated that 500,000 Americans had invested in loans to
the Allies, and this group consisted of the more substantial

—

and

influential citizens.

Winston Churchill, the great British Statesman and
former Prime Minister, wrote that "The History of mankind is nothing more than a History of War." Even the
Holy Bible carries numerous descriptions of wars, rumors
of wars and preparation for war. If one were to examine
the words and pages of the Bible, he would find possibly,
except for the section which deals with Christ on Earth,
^Erik Achorn, European Civilization and Politics Since 1815, New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1934, p. 382.
^C. C. Tansill, America Goes to War, Boston: 1938, p. 657, (a best seller
with an isolationist bias), also Thomas A. Bailey, A Diplomatic History of the American People, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Inc., 1950, p. 644.
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more dedication to war than to schemes or plans for peace.
It is no wonder that Jesus Christ had such a terrible struggle trying to establish himself as the Prince of Peace.

Many of the European rulers attempted to establish
and maintain peace, but they all wanted peace on their
terms. In this group, the

names

of Julius Caesar, Otto

Bismarck and Napoleon Bonaparte easily

Von

fall.

During the last half of the 19th century, from the approximate dates of 1865 to 1912, there was an anti-war
feeling in Europe and as a result these cooperative agencies
developed
Monetary Union of the Latin States 1865
Scandinavian Monetary Union 1873
Copyright Union 1874
The Postal Union 1874
Telegraph Union 1875
The International Bureau of Weights and Measures
1875
The Patent Union 1883

Railway Tariff Union 1890
Customs Tariff Union 1890

Men thought with the establishment of these economic
agencies, nations would have less desire to fight one another. Here again is a paradox. The agencies described
above did lessen tension in some areas but in others, as was
the case in Austria, Germany, France and England in July
1914, faster communication only served to hasten war.
In international politics during the same period rapid
were made. In 1873, the Institute of International
Law was organized. In 1891 the Bureau of International
Peace was organized to serve as an intermediary between
the peace societies in different countries.
strides

II of Russia called a peace conference
Hague, but only twenty-six (26) nations participated.
Russia was suspected of having motives not stated and then
too, England feared Russia's might and did not want her
as an international leader. In 1907, a second Hague Conference was called and this time a more favored Nation
under the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt called the
menu Forty- four (44) nations went to listen and the legislation resulting was directed toward Germany.

In 1889 Nicholas

at the

In spite of these moves toward peace, there was in evidence factors tending to intensify international hostility.
These factors are still with us in 1956. They are:
Rise of Nationalism
Nationalistic Trends in Education
Jingo Press
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International

Anarchy

Exaltation of

War

Mob

Psychology

Race Consciousness
Colonialism
Desire for Independence
Struggle for Control of Raw Materials in Poor Countries

The above factors along with fear, want, hate, and
unGodliness pushed the World into World War I. As the
war neared a close, Woodrow Wilson, a great American
statesman, began to hasten the end to his own life for certain principles called a ''League of Nations." Although the
majority of the American people did not understand his
plea, his mark was made toward a permanent and lasting
peace. Wilson wanted a community of understanding, but
he failed to see his dream come true because he was attacked by politicians and because he was thirty (30) years
too soon.

The League which the United States did not join was
divided into five (5) major agencies.

THE ASSEMBLY—A
vise,

representative body.
consider and deliberate. It met in Geneva.

It

could ad-

—

THE COUNCIL Composed of one delegate from each
qualified member state. Here plans were formulated for
the reduction of armaments, of advising means of protecting member states, but it had no drafting power or no
army at its disposal.
THE PERMANENT SECRETARIAT—The
tary

was an Englishman

—

Sir Eric

first secre-

Drummond.

THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL
JUSTICE— Called the World Court.
THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION—
Intended to raise the standards of workers throughout the
world.

As Americans probably remember from

their history

League of Nations had no power. The nations
wanted peace but none wanted to pay the price. The United
States never joined. England withdrew much of its moral
support. France was left almost alone to carry on the
League's business because she was in constant danger. Russia eventually became a member but she found no guidance
in a failing organization. In the 1920's Germany's republican government fell. Then in the 1930's Italy, Germany,
classes, the

Japan, all started to take a slice of their neighbor's territory
as if they nourished on three squares of land as food every
day. These aggressive acts were unchecked. By the end
22

of the decade the world
destruction.

was

in its

second war of universal

Perhaps by now one may feel that the writer has failed
to deal directly with the United Nations:
Scheme for
Peace in Our Time. On the contrary, he has been writing
about united actions toward peace. He has attempted to

A

point out that the development of the United Nations was
a long, steady, evolutionary process. The roots of this organization are deep in world history and human struggle
for a better life. This background is necessary for an understanding of why a new organization was needed. The
writer shall hereinafter devote his explanation toward the
organization of the United Nations and its successes with
the intention of pointing out to Americans, and people the
world over, that peace is available for mankind if he takes
the right steps, and of course use the precepts of Christianity as the blueprint.

The United Nations organization was born in wartime
and conceived by leaders of the Allies Great Britain and
the United States. Later France, China and Russia were
invited to participate in this grand alliance for the defeat
of the enemies and the establishment of peace.

—

On August 14, 1944 the Atlantic Charter was released
by Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston Churchill. On this
historic date the basic principles of peace, after the defeat
of Germany, were outlined. These principles became a part

of the United Nations Charter.

On January 1, 1942 twenty-six (26) nations pledged
a united effort toward the defeat of the Axis powers. In
May 1943, a United Nations conference on Food and Agriculture was held and in October of this same year in the
Moscow Declaration, China, Great Britain, the U.S.S.R.,
and the United States recognized the necessity for setting
up a general international organization for peace. In November 1943 a United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Agency was set up. No less than forty-four (44) nations
participated.
In August 1944 at the Bretton Woods Conference a
bank and fund constitution was established. In October of
this same year the Dunbarton Oaks Conference with China,
the U.S.S.R., Great Britain and the United States drew up

the second proposals for a General International OrganizaMore proposals were considered, introduced and
tion.
adopted at the controversial Yalta Conference.

The evolutional process was now becoming a fast moving revolutionary one. In April 1945, in spite of Roosevelt's
illness and untimely death, the San Francisco Conference
was held and fifty (50) nations drew up the United Nations
Charter. One June 25, 1945, this charter was adopted and
23

:

the United Nations Organization was born, a new baby
ready and eager to embark on a hard long road to peace.

This organization had one prime purpose To do away
with war and to build a better world for all mankind regardless of race, position or political affiliation. Two other
motives are important (1) To reaffirm faith in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations
large and small, and (2) to promote social progress and
better standards of life in larger freedoms. This new international organization was conservative in that it drew
heavily upon the old, sick and ineffective LEAGUE OF
:

:

NATIONS.
The main organs of the new United Nations are A
General Assembly, a Security Council, an Economic and
Social Council, a Trusteeship Council, an International
Court of Justice and a Secretariat. A quick glance at these
:

agencies will reveal a great likeness to the old League of
Nations. The closer and studied investigation will showthat each agency is stronger. For example, the General
Assembly has the permanent power to recommend measures
for peaceful settlement of any situation regardless of origin,
which threatens peace. Each delegation has only one vote.
The General Assembly, therefore, is a World Parliament.
It is significant that Madam Vijaya L. Pandit, Indian Ambassador to U.S.S.R., 1947-1949, an eloquent speaker
against discrimination against Indian Nationals by the
Union of South Africa in 1948, and Indian Ambassador to
the United States in 1949, was the first woman to lead this
agency in 1953-1954. Her presence in this agency gave
hope to underprivileged and Colonial peoples throughout
the entire globe.

Another major difference in the new United Nations
the role of the Security Council. This agency functions
in continuous session. In addition to investigating and submitting cases to the Court of Justice, it may use force to
preserve the peace.

is

The Economic and Security Council has done remarkable work toward the advancement of mankind. Its scope
is broad, covering nine fields

Unemployment and economic development
Transport and communication
Fiscal reforms

and

stability

Statistical analysis

Population problems
Social betterment
Narcotic drugs
Human Rights and the Improvement of the Status of

Women
24

The International Court of Justice has been strengthened by the Security Council action in coming to its aid in
enforcing a decision the former agency has made.
The Secretariat has a new role. By 1952 some sixty
(60) nations were represented. Here Russia blocked the
admission of nine (9) states while the United States blocked
the admission of Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Rumania and
the Chinese Communist Government.^
The United Nations

in

1955 considered the admission

of twenty-two (22) candidates or states among which were
Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland,
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, South Korea, South

Vietman, Portugal, Rumania and Spain. ^ Trygve H. Lie,
the first secretary-general of the United Nations set a precedent by taking an active part in negotiations rather than
contenting himself with the role of figurehead.

The World was elated by Christmas of 1955 with the
admission of Bulgaria, Austria, Albany, Cambodia, Ceylon,
Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Laos, Libya, Nepal,
Portugal, Rumania and Spain. With the admission of these
sixteen nations the United Nations could boast of a membership of seventy-six, but actually the world is now divided into three camps or three worlds. There is the "free"
world of Western Alliances, the Communist World of the
U.S.S.R., and Satellites, and the Third World-Nations not
a member of either of the other two military blocs. This
Third World is populated mostly by darker skinned races.
Spain, Switzerland, the Union of South Africa and Yugoslavia are the major exceptions. As long as the World is
divided into two and three camps the peace is not assured.

One of the major criticisms of the old League was the
notion that it was created to preserve the status quo of the
Allied nations thus guaranteeing the victory nations after
1919 the spoils at the expense of the weaker and defeated
nations. Mr. Lie is accepting his new job as Secretariat
wrote: "In the exercise of the responsibilities of promoting
and preserving peace the Secretary-General of the United
Nations must use his influence not for the interest of any
nation or group of nations, but for the interests of the
organization as a whole as he saw them."^
Probably one of the most approved moves
Mr. Lie was his choice of Dr. Ralph J. Bunche as
secretary of the commission to settle the Palestine
In appointing Dr. Bunche Lie said "The invasion
:

made by
principal
question.
of Pales-

Russia through the veto blocked admission for Austria, Ceylon, Finland, Italy, Jordan, Korea, Portugal and Nepal.
*The New York Times, October 9, 1955.
^Trygve Halvdan Lie, In the Cause of Peace: Seven Years With the
United Nations, New York: 1954, pp. 14-17 (First Secretary-General
of the United Nations in 1946-1953, a native of Norway)
"
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by the Arab states was the first armed aggression
which the world had seen since the end of the war. The

tine

United Nations could not permit that aggression to suc."''
ceed.
One remembers Bunche's success and his elevation to the station of America's most popular and honored
Negro. Significantly Mr. Lie made this observation: "It
is obvious that there would not have been an armistice at
this stage (in Palestine) without the skill and dedication
of Ralph Bunche, and we were proud of him.""
.

.

The second Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold following the path cleared by Mr. Lie and stressing the necessity of aid to underdeveloped and undeveloped countries
reported on July 12, 1955 this observation that "the large
divide between productive capacity and human requirements in underdeveloped countries is the long-term economic problem facing our generation."^ He also said that
while the world had increasingly come to understand the
need for developing the underdeveloped countries, it did
not appreciate sufficiently the urgency of the need.^

Time will not permit a step by step analysis of the
machinery of the United Nations. The writer will, therefore, devote only a small portion of this discussion to

some

the other accomplishments which have helped to
strengthen the United Nations thereby making it a strong
international organ for peace.
of

In 1954, the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization sent thirty-six (36) experts to twenty-four
(24) countries to aid governments in establishing, revising
or expanding annual food production in countries throughout the world, ^" The resulting increase was about 25 per
cent for those areas covered.
In 1955 the National Catholic Rural Life Conference
pledged to work for: "National economic policies designed
to achieve and maintain full employment with full and
efficient production both in industry and agriculture."^^
This example is presented to show how the United Nations
is influencing other agencies to take up this huge task of
aiding all peoples in their respective areas.

A

United Nations panel of 1954 looking into the racial
situation in South Africa made a 121-page report to the
General Assembly. In summary, the report carried this
weighty observation "The road to gradual integration is
the only one that seems to be open, and it alone is likely to
lead to a peaceful future acceptable to all parties. "^^
:

^Ibid., p. 174.
-"Ibid., p. 192.

^The

New York

Times, July 13, 1955.

^'^The

New York

Times,

'^'^The

New York

May

5,

1955.

Times, October 17, 1954.
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In order to facilitate as easy understanding of world
problems a compiled history in five languages is being written at the United Nations headquarters at the rate of 260,000 words a day. In spite of this seemingly rapid pace the
United Nations has a backlog of papers all pre-1949, that
have yet to be translated into Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
English and French, the five official languages of the world
organization of seventy-six (76) members. ^^

There are hundreds of illustrations one could use to
point out activities carried on day by day in the United
Nations. However, the writer will stop with this last example. In 1954 the United Nations reported that women
delegates to this international organization were on the
increase. In 1954, there was a total of twenty-eight (28)
women as delegates of the General Assembly. Such states
as Argentina, Guatemala, Cuba, the United States, Costa
Rica, Sweden and Indonesia had women representing them
in this great assembly. Here again one may see the rise in
status of women at the National and International level. ^*

The reader is not to be left with the false impression
that the United Nations has had a road of smooth sailing.
There have been difficulties. The daily papers carry attacks
against the U.N. The American Legion meeting at Miami,
Florida during the month of October 1955 attacked the
United Nations and demanded that it abolish its commission
for UNESCO because there were some alleged Communists
who should be fired or discharged. The United Nations
stood the test of attack from the Legionnaires. On Thursday, October 13, 1955, the entire body of this great organization, the American Legion, beat down a move calling for
the United States to withdraw completely from the United
Nations. It is interesting to point out that the American
Legion endorsed "principles and purposes of the United
Nations," but insisted that "the United Nations charter be
amended and strengthened to the end that the sovereignty
of these United States be preserved. ^^ The original charter
of the United Nations carries provisions and means through
which this great international agency can be strengthened.
Intelligent people do not burn the house down because ants
are found in the sugar container.
In 1955, there were problems which called for immediate solution. France had walked out of the United Nations because of her problems in North Africa. In this
eleventh year of United Nations growth, it seems that it
w^ould pass out of childhood to adolescence as an agency
(In 1955, when this report was carried in the New York Times,
the membership totaled 60 nations; by the end of 1956 the membership
was 80).
^^The New York Times, October 3, 1954. (Mrs. Francis P. Bolton served
in 1953 for the U. S.).
^^Savannah Morning News, October 15, 1955.
^^Ibid.
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for lasting peace. On October 9, 1955, Henry Cabot Lodge,
Jr., described the United Nations as "the Avorlds' greatest
single engine for influencing world opinion." The persuasive power of the U.N., he said "has prevented the eruption
of world wars in spite of very dangerous situations in Iran,

Greece, Israel, Kashmir, Indonesia and Korea. ^^

Many people, quite possibly some of you, have asked
the question, How much does the U.N. cost? During the
year 1952, exclusive of the costs of the Korean War, the
United States contributed a total of $97.6 million for all of
its financial obligations to the United Nations. This amounts
to roughly 62 cents per person each year, or just about the
price- of a good movie. For the entire 10 years, 1945-1955,
the average cost per person was about $5.60.
In spite of the fact that the United States has contributed as much as 70 per cent of the funds for voluntary
programs such as technical assistance for underdeveloped
areas, the international children's fund, the Korean reconstruction agency and the aid for Palestine refugees, the
contributions represent only about 8 to 10 cents per capita
or less than the cost of cleaning the streets of New York
City. While the United States' contribution on a percentage
basis is the largest of any, she does not lead in the per
capita basis. Canada's contribution to the 1954 budget was
9.2 cents, New Zealand's 9.7 cents and Sweden's 9.5 cents.
Iceland topped the list with 11 cents. All of these figures
seem to indicate a very small price for peace.

As the year 1955 drew to a close, an increasing number
Americans expressed a desire for peace and a need for
strengthening peoples who desired freedom from the Kremlin's tactics. Governor Harriman of New York, speaking to
members of the American Federation of Labor and Congress
of

of Industrial Organizations,

made

this observation:

There are many things we must do to

rally

and

strengthen the free peoples. In addition to maintaining
military defenses, we must identify ourselves with the
hopes and aspirations of people everywhere. They

need technical and economic assistance.

The march

^''^

of democratic governments toward a soluworld peace is not easy. On February 25, 1956,
Senator Walter F. George, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and Democratic spokesman on
international affairs, warned Americans that they were not
thinking seriously about Russia's role in the U.N. and also
Russia's new look. In a statement, he made the observation
that Russia was abandoning some of her past policies and
was taking on some of the things we are doing.^^

tion of

^^The

New York

^T^e New York

Times, October 9, 1955.
Times, December 7, 1955.

^^Savannah Morning Neivs, February

28

26, 1956.

It was also clear that Anglo-American relations in
1956, although seeming united to the world, were not all
unity and agreement. President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Anthony Eden of England made the joint declaration

We

are parties to the Atlantic Charter, the United Nations Charter, the Potomac Charter and the Pacific
Charter. In them we have, with our friends, dedicated
ourselves to the goal of self government and independence of all countries. ...
settlement between Israel
and her Arab neighbors is the most urgent need.^^

A

By mid-summer the Near East and Mediterranean
countries were on the lips of many world leaders. Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold made a special trip to
the Near East. When he returned he said "There is no
need for specific United Nations action by the General
Assembly or the Security Council."
few months later he
regretted this delay. On May 7, 1956, as the situation became acute, he urged quiet diplomacy by the Security
Council. ^^
:

A

In the Fall of 1956 the United Nations had so many
it was hard to separate the urgent from
There were problems in India, China,
Nationalist China, South Africa, French northwest Africa,
and Germany, but the problems of Egypt and the Suez
Canal were the most talked about. In Egypt the West,
Great Britain, France, Holland and the United States
seemed more concerned because the oil, which the west
needed so badly, came through the 103-mile waterway.
These nations sought to have the Security Council endorse
the international operation of the Suez Canal. Sir Selwyn
Lloyd, British Foreign Secretary, and Christian Pineau,
French Foreign Minister debated the six principles. But
most important of all, it seemed that these men wanted the
Security Council to play the role of Santa Claus and return
"their" canal to them, which was nationalized by President
Nasser on July 26, at least by Christmas.

problems to face,
the most urgent.

—

No one can foretell the outcome of this dispute, but
thoughtful people the world over seemingly desired a
just settlement. As negotiations continued it seemed that
Russia was marching step by step, day by day, to her warm
water window into the Mediterranean and subsequently into
the world as a great sea power and a menace to the West.
all

Aside from dealing with problems of wars the United
Nations made some advances in the areas of human betterin 1956. In this year, countries and territories receiving assistance numbered over 100. By the start of 1956,
over 1,400 international experts were working to promote
better living conditions through improved agricultural and

ment

^^Savannah Morning News, February
2o/6id.,

May

8,

1956.
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28, 1956.

industrial production, production methods, health, education, public

administration and education.

Culturally, the United Nations had made progress.
Rome, famed for centuries as a repository of art masterpieces, was selected by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization for the establishment
of an international center for study of the preservation and

restoration of cultural objects. ^^

In December as Christians were preparing for Christmas and the whole world was looking toward a New Year

two major problems

of the United Nations remained unRussia, one of the Big Five of the world and a
member and organizer of the United Nations, was faced
with revolts in Hungary which were labeled, because Russia used force to quench, as aggressive acts. Great Britain,
Israel and France were criticized, for their movement
against Gamal Abdel Nasser and Egypt. It seemed that the
majority of the "big powers" of the world except the
United States were moving toward war rather than toward
peace.

solved.

An
ber

2,

editorial in the Savannah
this observation:

Morning News, Novem-

1956 made

Aggressor nations should be quarantined. They should
be isolated by economic reprisals, brought to bear
through the United Nations, so that they have to answer for their actions to world opinion. Israel must
be held accountable for this aggression against Egypt.
Similarly, England and France are guilty of aggression. If the seizure of the Suez (canal) by Nasser
constituted sufficient provocation for military retaliasuch retaliation should have been taken at the
time the offense was committed. If the problem could
be settled ultimately without the use of force, then the
use of force before all avenues aimed at a peaceful
settlement had been explored, and before all other
recourse was exhausted, constitute aggression. -tion,

Hungary's uprising against Russian domination, which

communism before
blood during the first days
of November 1956, started on July 18 when Erno Gero,

was transformed
the Soviet

into a revolt against

Army quenched

Matyas Rakosi,

it

in

Stalin's gauleites, called for reconciliation

with Marshall Tito of Yugoslavia and a strengthening of
collective leadership in Hungary on the New Soviet model

and the destruction of the "cult of the individual."

The revolts which came in August, September and October grew in proportion and on October the rebels more
numerous refused to lay down their arms until the Russians
^^The New York Times, December 11, 1955.
"^"Savannah Moi~ning Ne^vs, November 2, 1956.
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had pulled out of Budapest. The Russians msisted that they
would not leave until the rebels had laid down their arms.
Clearly the lines of war or point of no retreat were clearly
drawn by both countries.

dug

On October 31, Soviet troops evacuated
in outside the City, and on November 1 it

Budapest but

was reported
that fresh Soviet divisions moved toward the capitol. With
his back to the wall the new Hungarian Defense Minister,
Major General Pal Maleter, hero of the revolution, opened
negotiations with the Russians. The Russians on November
4 unleashed a massive surprise attack, roared into Budapest
at dawn, seized Premier Imre Nagy and most of the government, and installed a new government. Hungary's fight
for freedom was lost once more. This problem will plague
the Security Council of the United Nations for many months.
and in a sense economically, the Middle
possibly the most important area in the world. It
links three continents: Asia, Africa and Europe. The Middle East represents the shortest sea and air traffic link
between Europe and Africa and Asia. The Middle East is
the second largest oil producing area in the world. Only
the United States produces more oil. The Middle East is
far ahead in proven reserves, for it holds three-quarters of
the total known reserves known to exist in the world. At
present oil is playing a key role in supporting many nations
of the Middle East. In 1955 estimated revenues from oil
in this area were about $1,000,000,000.^3
Strategically,

East

is

The Middle East has been of crucial importance to the
great industrial nations of Europe, Africa and Asia for almost four hundred years. The Ottoman Turks succeeded
by the middle of the sixteenth century in overrunning most
of it, but their hegemony held only about 100 years. Attempts by France under Napoleon, by Russia and by Germany and her allies in World War I to use the Middle East
as a springboard for drives into Southern Asia and Northeast Africa failed, largely by British domination of the
important sea routes.
In World War II, Germany and Italy made unsuccessattempts to seize the Middle East. Also during World
War II, the United States moved into the Mediterranean
area to strengthen the West's hold on the Middle East.
Britain is linked today with Iran and Iraq, Turkey and
Pakistan in the Baghdad Pact.^^

ful

to the Middle East crisis
in the United Nations had beginnings on May
14, 1948 as the British mandate in Palestine ended and
the independent State of Israel was proclaimed. Immedi-

Immediate events leading up

now debated

'-^The
-*Loc.

New York

Times, November

4,

at.

31

1956.

:

ately Arab armies invaded Israel. This war only ended in
an armistice agreement between Israel and Egypt on February 24, 1949. On July 27, 1954 the British agreed to
withdraw troops stationed in the Suez Canal area, or urged
by Secretary of State Dulles of the United States and

Cyprus became England's main base

in the Mideast.

In November 1954, Colonel Nasser became Egyptian
head of Government and by March 1955, Syria, Saudi
Arabia and Egypt were joined in a military pact. On June
23, 1956, Nasser, the only candidate, was elected President
of Egypt. On July 19, the United States withdrew offers
to aid Egypt in building the Aswan High Dam and this
gave Nasser the excuse to nationalize the Suez Canal in
order to get money for needed Egyptian projects. These
chain of events in which all leading nations directed, sanctioned or "unconcernedly watched," led to the present crisis
and will tend to prove the most serious test to permanence
of the United Nations.

Because Russia wanted to draw attention from Hungary she attacked Britain, France and Israel. In a news
release

from Moscow, November

10, the Russians stated

The reckless policy dictated by narrow interests of certain circles in Britain, France and Israel, created a
threatening situation which could result in serious consequences for the people, for general peace. ^^

On the other side of the fence, non-communist diplomats chorused demands that United Nations observers be
Burma, Iraq, New
admitted into war-torn Hungary.
Zealand, Australia and Israel added their weight to the
mounting pressure for an on-the-spot check. ^^ In the United
States, Acting Secretary of State Herbert Hoover, Jr.,
warned the Soviet Union to keep its "volunteers" out of
the Middle East or face United Nation opposition backed
by United States power.^'^
Through the smoke of each nation accusing the other
and one world pointing a finger at the other the careful
observer could see that the British-French debacle in Egypt
had not only strained the Western alliance but had also
caused these two powers to lose ground. By mid-December
the Middle East burden had shifted to the United States.
Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden, the principal author of
the policy of intervention in Egypt, left England for Jamaica. What he would do upon his return was debatable,
but many in close quarters thought this was the 14th round
for a man who had previously been a champion in international politics, especially where they concerned England.
New York Times, November 11,
Savannah Morning News, November
-''Ibid., November 17, 1956.
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As Santa Claus packed his basket, it was clear that
the United States and the United Nations must move swiftly
if any promise of peace was to come by the New Year.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower in speeches from the
White House and Philadelphia's Convention Hall set down
his philosophy of United States foreign policy:

am ever more deeply convinced that the U.N. is the
soundest hope for peace in the world, and for this
very reason, I believe its processes need to be strengthened. I speak particularly of increasing its ability to
secure justice under international law.
There can
be no peace without law.^^
I

.

.

.

After telling how, since the close of World War H, the
United States had labored tirelessly to bring peace and
stability to the Middle East, Eisenhower spoke of how direct relations of Egypt with both Israel and France kept
worsening to a point at which Israel, France and Great
Britain determined that, in their judgment, there could be
no protection of their vital interests without resort to force
he did not feel the actions were right and made this decla;

ration

:

We

cannot and we will not condone armed aggression,
no matter who the attacker and no matter who the
victim. We cannot, in the world any more than in our
own nation, subscribe to one law for the weak, another for the strong, one law for those opposing us,
another for those allied with us. There can be only
one law, or there will be no peace. -^
History will record the worth and strength and permanence of this declaration. It was the vital direction
when needed most for it tended to show the world the
strong power of the West was morally right and felt that
the United Nations should settle the disputes and solve, if
possible, the

problems of the world

in

favor of right against

wrong.
Slight-shouldered, sandy-haired Swedish statesman and
Secretary-General of United Nations since April 7, 1953,
Dag Hjalmar Agne Carl Hammarskjold met the six feet,
hefty Egyptian, Gamal Abdel Nasser in Egypt and a solution was found to bring the fighting to an end, clear the
canal, and remove the troops of England, France and Israel
out of Egypt. The complex job of providing the United
Nation's Army (Police Force) with uniforms, rations, weapons and billets was turned over to Ralph J. Bunche, an expert in solving problems in the Middle East. By December
31 the rehabilitation was underway and the world began
again a restful furlough.
-^Time, November 12, 1956.
^^Loc,

cit.
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Most important of all was the growth of the United
Nations in November and December. The United Nations
General Assembly opened its eleventh regular session in
November by admitting three new nations: Morocco, Tunisia and the Sudan and formally welcoming the 16 other
new members who were hastily admitted in the closing
days of the 1955 session. In the 79 nation United Nations
the balance of voting power shifted from the 20 Latin
American republics, which generally voted with the United
States, to the Asian-African members, which, despite the
absence of Red China numbered twenty-six. ^"^ On December 18, 1956, Japan was elected as the eightieth member
of the United Nation. The Japanese application, approved
by the Security Council, and sponsored by fifty-one nations,
was admitted by the vote of 77 to 0, with Hungary and
South Africa absent.^^ The African nation, Ghana, composed of the former Gold Coast and the British trust territory of Togoland, was voted into the world organization by
76 votes later raised to 77 at the request of Morocco with
no member states opposed and with no abstentions. Hungary
and South Africa walked out of the Assembly earlier in
the session. Seth Kobla Anthony, the temporary representative of Ghana, was seated in the General Assembly.
Prince Wan Waithagkon, president of the General Assembly after praising the admission of Ghana and entrusting
further action in the Middle East situation to Dag Hammarskjold suspended its 1956 session which began November 12, 1956 at 8:25 p. m.,— March 8, 1957.^^

—

Now

that the total

member is

81 the Western Allies are

outnumbered. By adding their votes to those of the nine
Communist members, the new nations of Asia and Africa
can henceforth prevent any resolutions they dislike from
obtaining the necessary two-thirds majority. This writer
confident that the nations of the Middle East, except
Egypt, and Israel, and possibly South Africa and the nations of Asia, except Japan, are much too busy with growing pains and domestic problems that the African-Asian
Bloc will in the immediate future cause less trouble than
some of the "big powers" and thereby pave the way for
a more lasting international peace.
is

Americans do not generally look at the United Nations with regret for the United Nations is a symbol of hope,
faith and peace. There will be problems, but it is felt that
the presence of the United Nations will limit wars in size
or at least in duration. The United Nations Organization,
especially on its economic and social side, is essentially a
device for facilitating consultation among member governments and for making collective recommendations to them.
3

Time, November
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Times, December 19, 1956.
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Nothing will really happen unless the national governments,
through national legislative and administrative machinery,
make it happen. ^^ Perhaps the words of Mamoru Shigemitsu, Foreign Minister of Japan, who officially accepted
the Japanese seat in the world organization will be realized
in the second ten years of the United Nations youth.

We

earnestly hope that under the leadership of the
United Nations the great task of disarmament will be
successfully consummated and mankind secured from
a calamitous fate and relieved from the inhibitive psychology of fear.^*
'•*Hans Joachim Morgenthau, Peace, Security and the United Natio-ns,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1946, p. 128.
**The New York Times, December 19, 1956.
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